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By Mari Jungstedt

Transworld Publishers Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Unseen: Anders Knutas
Series 1, Mari Jungstedt, "There is an icy, dispassionate grip to Jungstedt's writing that recalls
Henning Mankell". (Metro). The first body they found was the dog. The poor creature's throat has
been cut, and one paw severed completely. Then they found the body of the woman. She had been
stabbed, again and again; she was naked, a piece of cloth had been stuffed into her mouth. The
picturesque holiday island of Gotland is in the middle of a busy tourist season when the young
woman is discovered murdered. Suspicion falls on her husband - the couple had been seen fighting
the evening before. Inspector Anders Knutas is hoping it will be a straight-forward case; the local
authorities are hoping so too, but more out of an interest in protecting the tourist trade than any
desire to see justice served. Then another victim is discovered, again she is a young woman and she
has been murdered in the same chilling manner. Inspector Knutas must face up to the horrifying
prospect that there is a serial killer loose on the island. Knutas, aided by investigative journalist
Johan Berg, begins to...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is so gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at anytime
of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you request me).
-- Pr of . O phelia  Wieg a nd I-- Pr of . O phelia  Wieg a nd I

This book will not be straightforward to start on studying but really fun to read. it absolutely was writtern really flawlessly and helpful. You can expect to
like just how the writer write this publication.
-- Glenna  Goldner-- Glenna  Goldner
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